Humans use multiple muscles to generate such joint movements as an elbow motion. With multiple lightweight and compliant actuators, joint movements can also be efficiently generated. Similarly, robots can use multiple actuators to efficiently generate a one degree of freedom movement. For this movement, the desired joint torque must be properly distributed to each actuator. One approach to cope with this torque distribution problem is an optimal control method. However, solving the optimal control problem at each control time step has not been deemed a practical approach due to its large computational burden. In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient method to derive an optimal control strategy for a hybrid actuation system composed of multiple actuators, where each actuator has different dynamical properties. We investigated a singularly perturbed system of the hybrid actuator model that subdivided the original large-scale control problem into smaller subproblems so that the optimal control outputs for each actuator can be derived at each control time step and applied our proposed method to our pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator system. Our method derived a torque distribution strategy for the hybrid actuator by dealing with the difficulty of solving real-time optimal control problems.
Introduction
Although robotics technologies have rapidly improved and are widely used in industry and daily life, it remains difficult for robots to generate human-like flexible movements to work in cluttered environments (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 2015) or to assist human behaviors (Ansari, Atkeson, Choset, & Travers, 2015) . One reason that deters the development of such robot systems is that robots lack a light, compliant but strong actuator that works like the human muscles. As a matter of practice, electric motors with high reduction gears, which are dominantly used as robot actuators, tend to be heavy and rigid for generating large torques. Although such muscle-like actuators as a pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) have similar properties to human muscles, control latency due to the air flow is inevitable since PAM uses air pressure to generate joint torque. Therefore, PAM has not been widely used in robot systems.
On the other hand, humans use multiple muscles to efficiently generate a joint movement. For example, at least the biceps and triceps are involved in the one degree of freedom of an elbow * Correspondence to: Department of Brain Robot Interface, ATR Computational Neuroscience Laboratories, 2-2-2, Hikaridai Seika-cho Soraku-gun, Kyoto, 619-0288, Japan.
E-mail addresses: ishihara-k@atr.jp (K. Ishihara), xmorimo@atr.jp (J. Morimoto). joint movement. In the biceps, there are two different bundles: biceps long head and biceps short head. The triceps has three different bundles: triceps long head, triceps lateral head, and triceps medial head (Burdet, Franklin, & Milner, 2013) . Similarly, from a technical point of view, robots might be able to use multiple actuators to generate a joint motion. To explore this possibility, hybrid actuation systems have been developed and implemented in robot systems (Hyon, Morimoto, Matsubara, Noda, & Kawato, 2011; Noda, Teramae, Ugurlu, & Morimoto, 2014; Sardellitti, Park, Shin, & Khatib, 2007) . However, how to distribute the desired torque to each actuator has not been scrutinized. One possible approach to cope with this torque distribution problem is using an optimal control method . The optimal control framework provides a powerful tool for robot motion generation in a diverse set of tasks and applications to actuator control (Braun, Howard, & Vijayakumar, 2012; Haddadin, Weis, Wolf, & AlbuSchäffer, 2011 ) since optimal motor commands can be derived under the constraint of their own dynamics by specifying simple high-level task goals. However, solving an optimal control problem at each control time step has not been considered as a practical approach due to the large computational burden.
In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient method to derive an optimal control strategy for a hybrid actuation system composed of multiple actuators, where each actuator has different Forearm robot with pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator system: pneumatic artificial muscle dominantly generates torques but is assisted by small and lightweight electric motor for precise movements. v p denotes voltage input for air valve, and v m denotes voltage input for motor driver. We used one pneumatic artificial muscle and one electric motor. dynamical properties. We derive a new singularly perturbed system of hybrid actuator dynamics to subdivide the original control problem into smaller subproblems so that the optimal control outputs for each actuator can be derived at each control time step. The singularly perturbed system has been intensively studied to describe fluid dynamics (Lagerstrom & Casten, 1972; Van Dyke, 1975) , which shows different properties in the regions close and far from the wall due to its viscosity. Inspired by these kinds of studies, it was found that even robot systems, which have particular dynamic properties such as a biped robot or a flexible robot manipulator, can be represented as singularly perturbed systems (Arimoto & Miyazaki, 1980; Siciliano & Book, 1988) .
A method that derives optimal control outputs at each control time step is known as Model Predictive Control (MPC). MPC methods have been applied to such slow dynamical systems as chemical plants (Qin & Badgwell, 1997) or ship maneuvering problems (Seguchi & Ohtsuka, 2003) since a sufficient amount of time for calculating the computationally intensive optimal control problem can be used in slowly responding systems. However, directly applying MPC to the real-time control of such faster dynamics as robot systems is unrealistic. In this study, we newly derived singular perturbed system for a hybrid actuator and applied MPC to the subdivided control problems. Based on an idea of using MPC for a simulated system that includes different time scale dynamics (Chen, Heidarinejad, Liu, & Christofides, 2012; Ishihara & Morimoto, 2015) , we developed a two-stage MPC framework for the hybrid actuation system and showed that our proposed method was able to successfully control the real robot. Both optimization stages correspond to either the extracted fast components of the singularly perturbed system or the original dynamics that include a slow dynamical component. Then for the fast dynamical component, we propose short-term optimization with fine-control time resolution. Since a robot can quickly change its behavior with the fast dynamical component, the long-term optimization is not necessary. Instead, we can utilize computational resources to generate precise movements with higher time resolution. On the other hand, for the original dynamics, we address long-term optimization with coarse-time resolution. Since a robot cannot quickly change its behavior with the original dynamics that includes the slow dynamical component, we need to consider the long-term optimization problem. However, for the original dynamics, we can use the optimization problem with lower time resolution that requires less computation since we can rely on the optimization of the fast dynamical component to generate movements for finetime resolution.
To evaluate the torque distribution performance of our proposed approach, we applied the two-stage optimization procedure to our pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator system, where PAM dominantly generates joint torques but is assisted by a small and lightweight electric motor for precise movements (Fig. 1) . We first derived a singularly perturbed system for the hybrid actuation system based on the difference of the dynamic properties between PAM and the electric motor. From this theoretical analysis, we found that only the lower-dimensional subspace of the original system needs to be considered in the fast dynamical component and that only the electric motor outputs affect the behavior of the lower-dimensional subspace. Our method properly derived a torque distribution strategy for the hybrid actuation system by solving a real-time optimal control problem and successfully reduced the computation time without significantly deteriorating the control performance. In the proposed approach, after deriving the optimal input voltages for the air valve and the motor driver with coarse-time resolution, only the optimal sequence of the input voltage for the motor driver was further optimized with fine-time resolution under the lower-dimensional dynamics (see Fig. 2 ). For a comparison, we also applied two standard implementations of the MPC method with two different time resolutions each: optimal control strategies with fine-time resolution and coarse-time resolution to our hybrid actuator system. The coarse strategy corresponds to the optimization process for the original dynamics of our proposed method. Therefore, we can evaluate the effectiveness of the optimization for the fast dynamics component by comparing the tracking results of the coarse strategy and our proposed approaches. To the best of our knowledge, for the first time in the literature, a real robot with a hybrid actuator system is proposed as a singularly perturbed system and is successfully controlled in real-time with the new two-stage optimal control method.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains a standard MPC problem. Section 3 introduces our proposed twostage optimal control method. Section 4 describes about the tasks, their goals and experimental setting. Section 5 shows the experimental results .
Model predictive control
In MPC at each control period, a finite-horizon optimal control problem is solved to find an optimal control sequence that minimizes the accumulated cost over a finite future horizon. We evaluate the objective function based on a state trajectory and a control sequence estimated using a nonlinear system model:
where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m respectively denote the state vectors and control inputs. ∆t denotes a control period. The accumulated cost is defined as
where
is the immediate cost and l T (x) is the terminal cost. The optimal control sequence is defined as:
where ⋆ indicates optimized variables. Once the optimal control sequence U ⋆ k is derived, the first few elements (usually only first element u ⋆ k ) of the optimal control sequence are applied to the robot. Since the optimal control sequence is computed at each time step based on the robot's current state and the current definition of the cost function, MPC can cope with external disturbances and adaptively derive control policies even with dynamically changing cost functions. To derive a locally optimal controller, we use a Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) (Jacobson, 1968) approach called iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (iLQG) (Todorov & Li, 2005) .
Proposed method

Two-stage optimal control approach
If a robot needs to generate fast movements in a real environment, the above finite optimal control problem must be solved in a short period of time.
In this study, we adopted a two-stage optimal control approach where each optimization stage corresponds to either a fast component of a singularly perturbed system or the original dynamics. Then for the fast dynamical component, we used a short-term optimization with fine-control time resolution. Since a robot can quickly change its behavior with the fast dynamical component, we can disregard the long-term optimization problem and utilize computational resources to generate precise movements with fine-time resolution. On the other hand, for the original dynamics, we address long-term optimization with coarse-time resolution. Since a robot cannot quickly change its behavior with the original dynamics that includes slow dynamical component, we need to consider the long-term optimization problem. However, for the original dynamics, we can use the optimization problem with lower time resolution that requires less computation since we can rely on the optimization of the fast dynamical component to generate movements with fine-time resolution.
MPC's computation time depends on prediction length N, the dimensionality of state space n, and dimensionality of control input m. We thus divide the original control problem into two smaller problems in terms of the prediction horizon and the state and input dimensions.
The first problem is a coarse optimization given objective function J c and the original system dynamics:
wherex andŨ k ≡ {ũ k ,ũ k+1 , . . . ,ũ k+N−2 } denote a state and a control sequence for the coarse optimization. ∆t c is a coarse time step (∆t c > ∆t).
To generate a fast movement, the coarse input sequence derived in the coarse optimization must be further optimized with a finetime resolution. Then, the objective of fine optimization is to refine the result of the first optimization. In the second optimization, we use shorter time step ∆t f rather than coarse time step ∆t c . Horizon for the fine optimization is defined as N f . The second optimization problem is smaller than the original one in terms of input and state dimensions since a reduced-order subsystem is only considered as the constraints.
We extracted a fast subsystem from the original system dynamics based on a singularly perturbed system. The detailed process to extract a fast dynamics of the hybrid actuator system is described in Section 3.2. Optimal control methods for singularly perturbed systems have been studied (Kokotovic, Khalil, & O'reilly, 1999; Naidu, 2002) . A singularly perturbed system in standard form is represented below:
denote the vectors of slow, fast state variables, and control inputs for slow and fast states. ε is a small positive parameter. After transforming the original system dynamics into a singularly perturbed system, we extract a fast subsystem from it. We, first, convert the optimal state and input trajectories derived in coarse optimization. We transform the optimal trajectories described in the original state and action space into ones described in the slow and fast state-action space: from the trajectories ofx
Extraction of fast dynamics
In order to apply the two-stage optimization procedure to our pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator system, we derive a singularly perturbed system for a hybrid actuator composed of a pneumatic artificial muscle and a small lightweight electric motor. By investigating the time constant of the first-order air pressure dynamics as a time scale to extract the fast dynamical component from the hybrid actuation system, we find that only the electric input affects the fast dynamical component.
The motion equations of a forearm robot with the hybrid actuator are expressed as follows:
where I is the inertia and c is the vector of the total external forces, such as gravity and friction forces. The output torques generated with the pneumatic actuator and the electric motor are τ p and τ m , respectively. The transformation coefficient of the pressure to a voltage scale is denoted as k vp . The time constant parameter of the air valve is represented as T p .
The joint angle and angular velocity are denoted as θ andθ , P stands for the PAM pressure, and v m and v p are the input voltages for the electric motor and PAM. State x of the state-space model consists of the positions, the velocities, and the PAM pressure:
The input vector is composed of the input
2 . We adopted a smooth friction model (Makkar, Dixon, Sawyer, & Hu, 2005 ) and a second-order pneumatic actuator model .
In general, the PAM pressure does not change as fast as the electrical motors since the air flow is much slower than the electrical current. Air pressure P is slower than joint angle θ and its velocitẏ θ is affected by the electric motor as a result of the relatively large value of time constant parameter T p . To extract the fast dynamics, we define ε in Eq. (5) as ε = 1/T p and use the deviations of the fast states and the control input from the optimal fast ones in the coarse optimization as
By rewriting Eq. (10) with the defined variables and setting ε → 0, we obtain the following fast subsystem: (11) describes the dynamics of the fast states under the fixed slow variables. Since control inputs do not only affect the slow states, the discretized reduced-order subsystem of Eq. (11b) is considered as a constraint in the fine optimization of Eq. (7).
Experiments
We evaluated our proposed method on our forearm robot with the hybrid actuation system (Fig. 1) in tracking control problems. For the target joint trajectories we used different sinusoidal patterns in terms of frequencies at 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 Hz with a peakto-peak amplitude of ±30
• . From the derived singularly perturbed system, we applied the two-stage optimization approach to the slow and fast dynamical components of the actuator system. We used one PAM actuator and one electric motor of our forearm robot to evaluate our proposed approach.
In this experiment, the cost function for the optimal control method was composed of four terms: error between the desired and current joint angles, penalties on the PAM pressure, control cost for joint torques due to the PAM and the electric motor outputs, and control cost for input voltages of the air valve and the motor driver. Specifically, the robot minimized the total cost of the immediate cost function ℓ accumulated along the predicted trajectory and the terminal cost function ℓ T , where
and
smin(a, b) is a smooth approximation to min (a, b) . In this experiment, we utilized the following function:
where γ is a constant to regulate the smoothness. We used γ = 0.1 in the experiment. The target angle at a time step is denoted as θ d . If the PAM pressure falls below P 0 , the wire connecting the PAM and the robot loses its tension and the pneumatic actuator cannot generate any torque. The second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (12) is the penalty on it. In the proposed method, the same cost function is used in both stages except the control costs. In the second stage, the immediate cost includes the deviation of the fast control input instead of the input voltages. We set the each weight In this experiment, we also applied two standard implementations of the MPC method each to compare the results with our proposed method. In the fine optimal control strategy, the optimal control sequence Eq. (3) for a fine time step is derived while a coarse time step is used in the coarse control strategy. Table 1 shows the time steps and the horizon used in each method. To investigate the effect of the time step size for the standard MPC implementations, we varied the time step size as 4.0 ms and 8.0 ms for the fine strategies and as 20.0 ms and 40.0 ms for the coarse strategies. At each control step, we solved finite optimal control problems with a 200-ms time horizon.
All the optimal controllers presented in the study were derived through a C language programming environment on an Intel Xeon Processor E5-2697 v3, 2.6-GHz computer. The maximum number of iteration and termination criteria for iLQG were 50 and 5.0 ×
10
−4 respectively in all the methods. In iLQG, we computed the derivatives of the dynamics and the costs in parallel with ten computer threads using Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) (OpenMP ARB, 0000). 
Results and discussion
Computational times and control performances
We first compared the fine and coarse optimal control strategies with our proposed method in terms of computational times and control performances. Fig. 3a shows the maximum computation times required to derive an optimal control sequence to track the sinusoidal target trajectories with frequencies of 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 Hz. We showed the average maximum computation times of five experimental trials. The 4.0-ms control period is depicted by the dashed black line. Although a calculation process to derive an optimal control sequence must be terminated within 4.0 ms for real-time control, all of the maximum computational times of the fine strategies exceeded the threshold, but not the coarse and proposed strategies (Fig. 3a) . These results indicate that optimal control calculation with fine-time resolution cannot be an option for the real-time control of a hybrid actuator system. Fig. 3b shows the average accumulated cost for a 10-s duration of five tracking control trials. The accumulated cost was computed Table 1 Experimental setups of time step size and horizon length.
Method
Step
size [ms] Horizon
Fine 4ms
Fine 8ms
Coarse 20ms
Coarse 40ms
with the cost functions in Eq. (12). Fine 4ms strategy resulted in the largest total cost for all the target frequencies. This is mainly due to the large deviation from the target trajectory. This large deviation occurred since Fine 4ms strategy requires a large amount of computation time and was unable to finish the calculation within the control period. Although Fine 8ms strategy shows better performance than Fine 4ms, control outputs were not able to be derived in real time. The coarse strategies and proposed strategy showed similar tracking performance for the target sinusoidal trajectory of 0.25 Hz. On the other hand, for the coarse strategies, the total cost gradually increased for the target trajectories with higher frequencies. Although Coarse 20ms strategy shows the best performance in all the standard MPC implementations, our proposed approach shows even better performance than Coarse 20ms for all the target frequencies Here, we utilized the target trajectory with frequency of 1.0 Hz. The proposed approach shows the best control performance regardless of the weight settings. The above results indicate that our twostage optimal control framework with a newly derived singularly perturbed system successfully worked for a real hybrid actuation system.
Generated trajectories
Here, we show the generated joint angle profiles for the target sinusoidal trajectories of 0.25 and 1.0 Hz using the three different optimal control strategies in Fig. 5 . We depicted the results of the proposed method with those of the worst and the best implementations of the standard MPC in terms of the comparison depicted in Fig. 3 , where the worst one corresponds to Fine 4ms strategy and the best one corresponds to Coarse 20ms strategy. The target trajectories are represented by dashed orange lines. We conducted . Generated joint angle profiles are shown for target sinusoidal trajectories of 0.25 and 1.0 Hz using three different optimal control strategies. Target trajectories are represented by dashed orange lines. Since we conducted five experimental trials for each strategy, five trajectories are depicted for each optimal control method. (a) generated movements using the fine strategy for 0.25-Hz sinusoidal target patterns frequently deviated from target trajectory. Even with the coarse strategy, small fluctuations were observed. On the other hand, when we used our proposed strategy, generated movements consistently followed target trajectory. (b) for target trajectory with 1.0-Hz sinusoidal pattern, joint trajectories were not properly generated when we used either fine or coarse strategies. On the other hand, with proposed method, generated trajectories successfully followed target trajectory. five experimental trials for each strategy and depicted the five trajectories generated using each optimal control method.
As shown in Fig. 5a , for the 0.25-Hz sinusoidal target pattern, the generated movements using the fine strategy frequently deviated from the target trajectory. Even with the coarse strategy, small fluctuations were observed. On the other hand, with our proposed strategy, the generated movements consistently followed the target trajectory. For the target trajectory with a 1.0-Hz sinusoidal pattern, the joint trajectories were not properly generated when we used either the fine or the coarse strategies (Fig. 5b) .
We quantitatively compared the tracking errors of the three MPC approaches both for 0.25-Hz and 1.0-Hz sinusoidal target movements in Fig. 6 . We again found that our proposed approach outperformed the standard MPC implementations. Fig. 7 shows the generated motions of our forearm robot for the 1.0-Hz target trajectory using the three optimal control strategies. The target trajectories are depicted by dashed orange lines. For the fine and coarse strategies, the generated joint motions significantly deviated from the target movements and failed to recover from failure situations after the large deviations (Fig. 7) . The motions generated by the proposed method successfully followed the target trajectory without any large tracking errors.
The above results again clearly showed the advantage of using our two-stage optimal control strategy based on the singular perturbation method. Although we evaluated our approach on the 0.25-, 0.5-and 1.0-Hz sinusoidal trajectories, similar tracking performances were observed up to a target trajectory with 1.8-Hz frequency.
Torque distributions
In the previous sections, we evaluated the control performances of our proposed optimal control strategy. Here, we show how it distributed the commanded torque to the PAM and the electric motor for precise target trajectory tracking by our proposed method. Fig. 8a shows the contributions of each actuator to generate the joint torques. We showed the average distributions of five experimental trials. Error bars represent standard deviations. Our results indicate that the contribution of the electric motor was much smaller than that of the PAM in terms of the amount of generated torque.
We then compared the tracking performance of our proposed hybrid control strategy with that of the control approach, which only uses PAM on joint trajectory tracking tasks. For PAM control, we simply used the coarse optimal control method with the settings of Coarse 20ms strategy in Table 1 , which is equivalent to the optimization procedure for the original dynamics in our two-stage optimization method. Fig. 8b shows the averaged tracking errors Fig. 7 . Snapshots of generated motions of our forearm robot for target trajectory of 1.0 Hz using three optimal control strategies. Target trajectories are depicted on snapshots by dashed orange lines. (a), (b) for Fine 4ms and Coarse 20ms strategies, generated joint motions significantly deviated from target movements and failed to recover from failure situations after large deviations. (c) motions generated by proposed method successfully followed target trajectory without any large tracking errors. of five experimental trials each of the proposed hybrid control method and the PAM-only approach. Error bars are standard deviations. The electric motor greatly improved the tracking performances although the amount of output torque was much smaller than that of PAM. Therefore, using multiple actuators to control a joint movement through real-time optimal control methods seems promising. Fig. 9 depicts the generated joint torque profiles to show how the torque was distributed to each actuator for the target sinusoidal trajectories of 0.25-and 1.0-Hz frequencies. For both target frequencies, the PAM and the electric motor were cooperatively activated for the target tracking tasks. The role of each actuator was dynamically changed according to the frequency of the target trajectory. The electric motor showed its peak torque earlier than the PAM to generate the upward movements at each cycle of the target trajectory with 1.0-Hz frequency. The quicker torque response of the electric motor successfully compensated the slower PAM movement.
Conclusion
We applied our proposed optimal control approach to derive a torque distribution strategy for our hybrid actuation system that is composed of a pneumatic artificial muscle and small and lightweight electric motors. We derived a singularly perturbed system to extract the fast dynamics for a forearm robot with a hybrid actuator. This property resembles the human muscle system, which is also composed of muscle fibers that have different twitch speeds (Burdet et al., 2013) .
Optimal control methods are getting much attention as control algorithms for a wide variety of robots due to the recent rapid improvement of powerful computational resources (Kajita et al., 2003; Kuindersma et al., 2016; Mitrovic, Nagashima, Klanke, Matsubara, & Vijayakumar, 2010; Morimoto, Zeglin, & Atkeson, 2003; Stephens & Atkeson, 2010) . However, a standard optimal control framework that can be applied to nonlinear systems only Fig. 9 . Generated joint torque profiles to present how torque was dynamically distributed to each actuator for target sinusoidal trajectories of 0.25-and 1.0-Hz frequencies. For both target frequencies, PAM and electric motor were cooperatively activated for target tracking tasks. Moreover, the electric motor sometimes acted like antagonistic muscle in both cases for precise tracking by properly generating force to opposite direction of force generated by PAM.
provides an optimized control sequence that is calculated in an offline manner. Since such a pre-designed control sequence is susceptible to external disturbances, these standard offline optimal control approaches are not directly applicable for robot control in real environments. On the other hand, an online optimal control approach, also known as Model Predictive Control (MPC), can be useful since it updates an optimal control sequence at each control time step based on the current situation and can cope with the external disturbances influencing a robot (Seguchi & Ohtsuka, 2003; Wang, van Asseldonk, & van der Kooij, 2011) . Moreover, MPC can derive control policies under a situation in which robots need to generate motions adaptively with changing objectives, e.g., dynamically changing the location of a target object or a target motion indicated by a human (Erez et al., 2013; Kumar, Tassa, Erez, & Todorov, 2014) .
In our study, we proposed a two-stage optimal control strategy to reduce MPC's computational burden. We first derived the optimal control sequence for the original dynamics with coarse-time resolution and then optimized the short-term control sequence for the fast dynamical component with fine-time resolution. Since the extracted fast dynamical component of the forearm robot has lower-dimensional state space with lower-dimensional input, its computational burden was further reduced. Although application of the two-stage MPC was previously explored on a simulated chemical plant model (Chen et al., 2012) and a simulated biped model (Ishihara & Morimoto, 2015) , in this study, we newly derived a singularly perturbed system for a hybrid actuator. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first scheme that applied the two-stage MPC method to a real system and achieved successful results. As we presented in the experimental results, the computation time of the proposed approach was reduced much more than the required calculation time for solving the original optimal control problem. In our proposed two-stage MPC approach, after computing the optimal input voltages for the pneumatic actuator and the electric motor with coarse-time resolution, only the optimal sequence of the input voltages for the electric motor is re-optimized with fine-time resolution on fast dynamics. Thus, the proposed method successfully tracked the target trajectories in real-time without deterioration of the control performances (Figs. 3 and 4) .
We empirically found that our proposed approach with properly selected time step sizes and horizons was able to generate stable control performance of the real hybrid actuation system. On the other hand, Lyapunov-based analyses for theoretically stable MPC have been studied (Jadbabaie, Yu, & Hauser, 2001; Mhaskar, El-Farra, & Christofides, 2006) . Similarly, theoretical consideration about the stability for the two-stage MPC can be an important future research topic. Furthermore, future work will apply our proposed method to an exoskeleton robot with hybrid actuators Noda et al., 2012; Ugurlu et al., 2016) . Moreover, since the dynamics of a biped robot can be transformed into a singularly perturbed system (Arimoto & Miyazaki, 1980; Ishihara & Morimoto, 2015) , we might study a hierarchically combined singularly perturbed system for a bipedal exoskeleton robot with a hybrid actuator system.
